
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RAFTING PACKAGE TOUR 2N/3D 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN BOOKING: 2 PEOPLE 
MEETING POINT: Denpasar Ngurah Rai Airport 

Day 1 : Airport  Hotel  

Arrival at Denpasar International Airport, then drives to your hotel in Kuta or Seminyak area. Free Program 

Day 2 : Rafting (L) 

• Mason Adventure RAFTING @ Ayung River. Enjoy exhilarating action along the river with swirling waters, 
turbulent rapids, and sudden adrenalin pumping drop. We’ll pass the lush jungle environment, waterfall and 
exotic scenery. 
• TANAH LOT TEMPLE means Land in The Sea, a perfectly fit name for its unique offshore settings. The 
temple is perched high on the rock, facing the wide open ocean. In the same area, next to Tanah Lot Temple you 
may find Batu Bolong Temple. It is another extraordinary sea temples build upon a jutting rock cliff. Batu Bolong 
means “hollowed stone”, depicted from its obvious characteristic. This stunning sea temple provides a 
spectacular silhouette to any sunset backdrop. 
Back to hotel. 

Day 3 : A Day Trip  Transfer Out (L) 

• JATI LUWIH has been known as the largest rice terrace landmarks in Bali. It offers a beautiful view of 
contoured rice terraces irrigated using an impressive communal water system developed by Balinese farmers. 
The lush green paddy fields cascade in terraces from the upper reaches of volcanoes down to the deep valleys 
below as if sculpted from the mountain side. 
• BEDUGUL OR LAKE BRATAN AREA is one of water temple on Bali. The temple complex is located on the 
shores of Lake Bratan in Bedugul, the mountain lake resort. Lake Bratan is the second largest lake in Bali, and is 
the source of irrigation for rice fields and plantations across the entire Bedugul Village. The main reason for Ulun 
Danu Beratan Temple’s popularity is that it floats on the lake. 
Then, drive to Denpasar Airport. End of program. 

PRICE: IDR 1.500.000/PERSON 

INCLUDED: AC Coach, English Speaking Driver, Meals as mentioned on the program 
EXCLUDED: Accommodation, Entrance fee, Personal Needs, Insurance 
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